**Spring Carnival**

Project Olympus
Show&Tell 20

Thursday, April 14, 2016
4:30-6:00 pm
McConomy Auditorium
Cohon University Center
Carnegie Mellon University
Reception Following
@ Connan Room

---

PROJECT OLYMPUS

- Prof. Lenore Blum, Founding Director, Project Olympus

A FOCUS on UNIVERSITY RESEARCH

- Prof. Alison Barth, Biological Sciences (MCS), Interim Director, Brain Hub
  “How does experience shape the brain?”
- Mike Vande Weghe, Lead Robotics Engineer (RI and NREC)
  “CHIMP and Rise of the Robots”

A FOCUS on START-UPS and INNOVATIONS: Meet the Students

- Kit Needham, Olympus Entrepreneur-in-Residence, introduces Olympus Student PROBE projects and the student Spark Grant Fund:
  - eeBooks* – Eleanor Haglund (Senior, Dietrich)
  - Chiroprktr* – Torrell Jackson (MBA candidate, Tepper)
  - VIT* – Andy Chan (on leave at AlphaLab/Gear)
  - NoRilla* – Nesra Yannier (PhD candidate, HCII)
  - AeroLabs* – James Laney (MS candidate, Global MISM)
  - Nimbus – Xunjie Zhang (MS candidate, RI)

* also, a CMU NSF I-Corps team

and looking into the future...

- Anshuman Kumar (MS candidate, III), Carnegie Mellon Hyperloop team
  “High Speed Ground Transportation: It’s Rocket Science”

Olympus CONNECTS

- Raffi Krikorian, Engineering Lead at Uber’s Advanced Technologies Center
  “From the Valley to the ‘Burgh: How do we fare?”

---

Registration & Directions:
[www.cmu.edu/olympus/events/show-tell](http://www.cmu.edu/olympus/events/show-tell)

Project Olympus thanks K&L GATES for its generous support of the Show&Tells